
Our company is hiring for a software systems architect. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for software systems architect

Understand the systems that manage the client’s data and the business
processes that make use of those systems
Reuse of models for critical data assets across projects
Author and maintain design and technical documentation as necessary
Manage a global team across the lifecycle of a software product including
Requirement Management, Design, Development, Testing, Integration &
Release Management
Participate in overall business planning by contributing current knowledge
and future vision of how technology and systems will enable business
strategy, growh and competitive positioning
Partner with NPI Teams to successfully launch Software Products in the
market
Financial & Commercial Accumen - The individual must have demonstrated an
ability to think beyond the technology itself and will understand key business
drivers that ensure technology investment will provide substantial value or
improvements to customers
Team Player - The successful individual will have deep and broad experience
leading and managing a team and collaborate with business owners and
technology peers
Responsible and accountable for leading and guiding the system level
architecture of the software components of complex audio and audio related
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Responsible for coaching and mentoring technology leaders and architects
across a global software organization

Qualifications for software systems architect

Experience in design and development of orchestration/integration
components using third-party middleware technologies - Experience with
loosely coupled architectures or service oriented architectures
Industry Certifications and/or a bachelor's degree from an accredited higher
educational institution
Profound knowledge in C++, UML and XML
Profound knowledge of AUTOSAR
Knowledge in low level embedded SW engineering and HW design is of
advantage
Knowledge in Functional Safety (ISO26262) desired


